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To CSPCWG Members        Date 30 September 2004 

Dear Colleagues, 

Subject: Draft revision M-4 Section B-100 (further to CL 12/2004) 

As you are aware, we had sent what we hoped was a final draft of B-100 to IHB for circulation to Member 
States (email dated 19 August 2004 - copied to all WG members).  Subsequently, Australia drew attention to 
their comments, which had not been previously received by the Secretary.  Australia then copied their “track 
change” version of B-100 to all WG members attached to an email dated 30 August, and some further 
changes related to the section on Source/ZOC diagrams (B-170) attached to a separate email on the same 
date.   

Consequently, Andrew and I have reviewed Australia’s points in detail and amended the draft B-100 as far as 
possible to include their suggestions.  Some changes were minor, self-explanatory and non-controversial; 
others were more significant.  Therefore, I think it is right for WG members to have the opportunity to 
comment on these latest changes before it is sent out to the wider IHO membership.  Please review the 
attached revised version, which has the changes highlighted as “track changes”, with some explanations where 
we have revised or not included Australia’s suggestions.  (Note that I have not repeated all Australia’s 
comments and explanations contained in their original email to us all.).   

 I would be grateful if you would let me have any further comments on this new draft by 29 October 2004.  I 
am aware that you have already spent considerable time reviewing this particular section, so if you have no 
further comments, there is no need to respond to this Circular Letter; I will assume that you are happy with the 
changes.  The original draft sent to IHB has been cancelled. 

Yours sincerely, 

 
Peter G.B. Jones, 
Chairman 
 



Annex: New draft revised section B-100. 
 


